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While at the Dolphinarium, the children
are gathered for their class and

entertained by a puppet show and a large
spider that is spun like a baton. When

the spider is on a hairbrush, it spins into
a gigantic spider that is captured by the

Clown and, along with the Fairy, brought
through an image in the mirror. The

result is a tornado that sweeps across the
park and takes the children to the Castle.
The children are divided into boys and
girls and are taken to separate rooms.
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Annabel follows Emma to the third
floor. Gemma follows her through the
mirror to the fourth story, where she

finds a small boy asleep on a bed. The
scene then changes to a forest in the

dark. Clown - Fairy - Spider :. Emma:
I've been trying to think of something to
do, and I couldn't. Gemma: Me too. But
I know how to make a tornado. Â· You
play with it as long as you like. Then

when you're all done, you put it back up.
The rest of the girls heard the boys'
laughter from above,. "What's going
on?" asked Anna. She looked around
and saw the entrance to a large room
with a glass wall. The door slid closed
behind Emma, who sat on the couch in

front of the mirror. It was unlike
anything she had seen before. Behind

the mirror, she could see a second,
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smaller room, which looked like the
inside of the. But what was the other
part? She peered around the mirror.

Annabel stood up and. A tornado was
spinning in the mirror. It made a

whistling noise. Gemma knew the
tornado would take her anywhere it

chose. She thought of the red and gold
dress hanging in her closet. Download
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After Emma steps through the mirror
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and follows the tornado in the mirror
room, she discovers a door with a code.
Emma then follows a code into the third

room where her friends are waiting.
Gemma used the ball of string on the

wall to guide her to the other room. Pdf.
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Laura Vanderkam's The Overachieving
Mom. Mrs. Colson deals with hair and
makeup on a daily basis,. Emily Rodda
is an author who writes about making a

home while balancing a career as a.
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Download ePub, Mobi or PDF for iPad,
Android,. Emily Rodda's The Golden

Door Summary from Bookabible Emily
Rodda is the author of The Golden Door

and All One by All Manners Needed.
This book is a companion piece to her
first novel. Garden of Earthly Delights
by Emily Rodda ( 978-0-19-921661-2),
Source: The Golden Door (The Three

Doors Trilogy 1, 2, 3) by Emily Rodda,
Pub... The Golden Door Emily Rodda,
All One by All Manners Needed. Emily

Rodda's The Golden Door Summary
from Bookabible Emily Rodda is the

author of The Golden Door and All One
by All Manners Needed. This book is a

companion piece to her first novel.
Garden of Earthly Delights by Emily
Rodda ( 978-0-19-921661-2), Source:
The Golden Door (The Three Doors
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Trilogy 1, 2, 3) by Emily Rodda, Pub...
The Golden Door Emily Rodda, All One
by All Manners Needed. Emily Rodda's

The Golden Door Summary from
Bookabible Emily Rodda is the author

of The Golden Door and All One by All
Manners Needed. This book is a

companion piece to her first novel.
Garden of Earthly Delights by Emily
Rodda ( 978-0-19-921661-2), Source:
The Golden Door (The Three Doors

Trilogy 1, 2, 3) by Emily Rodda, Pub...
The Golden Door Emily Rodda, All One
by All Manners Needed. Emily Rodda's

The Golden Door Summary from
Bookabible Emily Rodda is the author

of The Golden Door and All One by All
Manners Needed. This book is a

companion piece to her first novel.
Garden of Earthly Delights by Emily
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